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75th FIDE CONGRESS
CALVIA, MALLORCA, SPAIN
21-31 October 2004
Sol Antillas Hotel
Committee/Commission: Chess in Schools Committee
Co-Chairmen: G. Antunac (CRO), U. Blanco (VEN)
Date: 23 October 2004
Venue: Sala Mallorca
Present: A.Kostyev (ISCU), W. Arns (NED), C. Pilalis (GRE), M. Schinis (CYP), M. Murphy
(ISV), E. Barumba (UGA), P. Mbawala (KEN), T. Thamsukati (THA), P. Ambarukwi (INA), J.
Laplaza (ARG), S. Milivojevic (SCG), K. Al Hitmi (QAT), R: Ortiz-Bonilla (PUR), A: Veingold
(EST), A. Herbert (BAR), J. Stallings (USA), S. Agsahari (NEP), O. Esau (RSA), S. Kaya (TUR),
O. Gakir (TUR), S. Roa (ESP), A. Scalfi (ITA), A. Treu (SUR), C. Abundo (PHI).
75-th FIDE Congress – Calvia 2004.
Minutes of meeting of CHESS ON SCHOOLS COMMITTEE
On 23-d of October 2004 the Committee had its meeting in Calvia from 17h15, till 19h40.
Present were:
ANTUNAC Goran(Croatia) and BLANCO Uvencio(Venezuela) both Vicechairmen, Alexandar
KOSTYEV(Russia), Wim ARNS (Netherland), Christos PILALIS(Greece), Nazios SCHINIS
(Cyprus),Margarett MURPHY(US.Virgin islands),Enoch BARUMBA (Uganda), Philip SINGE
MBWALA (Kenya), Thanit THAMSUKATI(Thailand), Poeng AMBARUKUMI (Indonesia),Jorge
LAPLAZA(Argentina),Slobodanka MILIVOJEVIC (S&CG),Khalifa AL HITMI(Qatar),Rafael
ORTIZ BONILLA(Puerto Rico), Aleksandar VEINGOLD(Estonia), Allan HERBERT(Barbados),
James STALLINGS (USA), Sitaham AGSAHARI (Nepal), Omar ESAN(S.Africa),Kaya SINTER
and Ozan CAKIR (both Turkey), Roa SUAREZ (Espana), Agostino SCALFI(Italia), Aune TREU
(Suriname), Casto ABUNDO (Philippines).
As mister Nicola Palladino Chairman of the committe resigned shortly before the Congres the
meeting was chaired together by 2 Vicechairman present, mr.Blanco and Mr.Antunac, as Lewis
NCUBE and Abdul Azir MAHMOUD were absent.
All present were informed that Mr.Paladino could not continue his work because of health
problems. Preactically all members personally know Mr.Palladino. All present are aware of his big
contribution to FIDE, by founding and managing this committee for more than 20 years. He was
also behind the World Championship match Karpov-Korcnoj in Lugano and the successfull bid of
Turin for the Chess Olympiad 2006. The committee wishes him the recovery and will write a
personal letter of thanks to him. As Mr. Wim Arns formulated the thinking of all present “We are
already missing him!”. The Committee proposes that Mr.Nicola Palladino be nominated for a
Honorary Chairman of the FIDE Committee on Chess in Schools.
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The committee confirmed its policy of being open to all new members when they like to work and
can contribute to the exchange of experiences in our area of interest. Mr.Jorge Laplaza and Mr.Jose
Suarez presented themselves as well as the others. The list of members will be checked and revised
accordingly.
Mr.Blanco read the report of Mr.Palladino, and we wish to remind the phrase Nicola coined – “We
are working to spread the chess literacy!”.
Mr. A.Kostyev reported of the work of ISCU and of the 1-st International Chess in the school
Congress held in Calvia few days ago. It is unfortunate that the Congress was not announced earlier,
it would have certainly larger attendance, especially among the educational institutions in various
countries.
Mr.CAKIR reported on various actions Turkish Chess Federation carried through. They
successfully used the momentum that Chess Olympiad in Istanbul in 2000 created,and the
development of chess is now snowballing in Turkey. They edit a chess magazine aimed especially
for kids. Mr. Cakir proposed that we try common effort to adress the universities as far as chess
teaching is concerned. A kind of subgroup will be formed to deal with this issue. The materials are
on disposal upon request.
Mr.STALLING the collaborator of Mr.Tim Redman, Secretary of the committee who couldnt’
make it to this Congress as he is taking part in Unesco conference on the same issue stressed that
our work produces “systemic changes” in the way of thinking among teachers and school
responsibles, and that we have to try to enforce our program by every step we undertake.
Mr.ARNS reported about the project of the ONLINE CHESS ACADEMY,the project that was
successfully carried through by Royal Dutch Academy. The system of how to use internet facilities
can now be translated and through license distributed all over the world. The organisers are looking
for partners. All interested should contact Mr.Arns from Netherland.
Mrs.MURPHY explained the way she works in her country. She not only works as the teacher but
also as the middlewoman trying to persuade the responsible persons and institutions of benefits
thorough chess lessons. Mrs.Murphy has created a system of teaching consisting of 15 lessons, that
can be taugth in different time schedules. The materials about work and lessons are on disposal
upon request.
Mr. BARUMBA reported about the efforts to spread chess in school filosophy in his country as
well as the obstacles they are facing. He also indicated that he has the role of teacher as well as
middleman to convince responsible and sponsors to help.What they need is more expertise, as well
as books and chess materials in Uganda.
Mr.SINGE reported that they were happy to have the support of the strong bank in Kenyia, so that
they are able to spread and improve the program which lasts 2 years. They would also like to have
help in chess materials and expertise.
Mr. BLANCO reported of his work, as he printed some more books. In Venezuela they created a
kind of national centre for especially talented kids. He is nominated by his goverment to UNESCO
to try to create the bridge between UNESCO and FIDE in the area of chess in schools. We
congratulate and expect good news for chess from him!
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Mr.SCALFI indicated that having the continuity in his system of work with different schools and
their responsible he managed to increase the number of pupils interested in chess fewtimes in his
home region of Val d’Aosta in Italy.
Mr.BONILLA from Puerto Rico informed us about the opening of the House of Chess in Puerto
Rico in his hometown. The opening is previewed for july 2005. That is very good news for all chess
players, more information will be given to FIDE delegates during the General Assembly.
There were some general conclusions about the subject of chess in schools all over the world and
the work of this committe:
- The scope of the work within the committee is that every experience can be given to other
so that they can use it in their work.
- The way of how to implement chess in school action cannot be unified,as every country has
different customs, culture, inclinations, systems, sponsors. The researches confirming the
benefits in teaching and learning chess can nevertheless be used in the same way all over the
world. The improvement in number of schools depends very much on the persons working
on it and on the continuity of efforts and system. The FIDE help in chess books,materials
and expertise should go through CACDEC in collaboration with this committee.
- The possibilities of scholarships for good chess players in reputed Universities are more
numerous. According to Mr.Stallings more than 20 universities in USA are taking into
consideration for scholarships chess players along basketball players, swimmers etc.
Mr.Stalling will supply the list of such Universities, and we shall send them to all FIDE
members.
- The action to adress the Universities will be elaborated.
- The committee supports the initiative of ISCU to organise during “The year of School
Chess in FIDE countries” 3 big events in Greece, Turkey and Spain,
a) World School Chess Individual Championship (Kalithea 22-30.4.2005.)
b) World School Chess Teams Championship (Turkey July 2005)
c) World Children Chess Clubs Championship (Calvia – period unknown)
We dont have FIDE regulations for such events,so we have to decide how they should be
organised and who will be in charge. Namely, having the events on World level requires certain
standards and monitoring from FIDE. The Chess on schools committee is on disposal to be part of
the organisation.

ANTUNAC Goran
Vicechairman Europe

UVENCIO Blanco
Vicechairman Americas
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